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NEWS FROM THE ARC 

The following letter has been received by Victoria Marine 

from a Japanese Victoria 30 owner, who is sailing his boat 

back to Japan and has taken part in the ARC. 

Iam happy to say this to you from this side of the Atlantic: 
Early Summer sailed beautifully. It was really a lot of fun to 

hold the tiller and feel her steer herse!f especially in rather high 
seas. If allowed to find her own course she usually points her 

stern at the right angle to waves over 4 metres of height and 
begins to surf if the wave is higher than 5 metres. I was truly 

‘amazed at her performance in the choppy sea we encountered 
- about 200 miles off St. Lucia, where the sea was full of waves 

-over 4 metres high and 10 metres wide. When I stood on the 

stern end with my left arm around the back stay to take the sun 
sight, she began surfing down the wave that had lifted her stern, 
It was only the beginning. As she coasted down the slope, she 

began turning towards the wind slightly,as if to prolong the time 
of surfing. She kept on doing this one wave after another. I felt 
as if ] were trapezing out on a planing dingy. I gave up taking 
sun sights and returned to the cockpit to replace the Plastimo 

Navik which I was afraid was a bit underpowered for the 
situation. However, as Mike (Sharples) had pointed out long 
ago, Early Summer is very “‘light’’ when she is moving at more 
than 5 knots, and it was really easy to counter the tendency to 

head into the wind. No wonder Eruzaburo (Navik’s name) had 

been doing such a wonderful job. The results of the ARC 90, 

therefore, do not reflect the true performance of Early Sum- 

mer. If we could have carried more diesel (we carried 80 litres 
in addition to the main tank under the cockpit, and still had 20 
litres left) or if we had one more crew on board we should have 

finished much earlier. As you probably know, this years ARC, 
like last year’s, suffered from the lack of trade winds. During 
the first 9 days, except for the 20 knots of wind that blew for 2 
hours on the first day, the strongest wind we had was about 9 
knots true. Those that finished ‘‘early’’ were the ones that 

could carry enough fuel to burn all the way across the ocean.In 

fact, many went into Cape Verde to buy more fuel. (And we 
did too.Not for fuel or water. To see the island which is named 
after Midori =green) Those that did not motor as much naturally 

finished late. And when he found that more than one half of the 

fleet would not be able to finish within the time limit, Jimmy 
Come! had to extend the time limit. The trades did come but it 
didn’t last long. Ten days after the rally started 15 to 10 knots 

of wind began to blow. But it lasted only 10 days. Because we 
‘‘wasted’’ three days sightseeing in the Cape Verdes we had only 

7 days of good winds. Early Summer covered 854 miles over the 

land during the 7 days. Well. this figure does sound average 
and in fact most of the ‘‘slowfleet’’ attained much the same. 
But you must take into account the fact that Early Summer was 
the smallest of the entire fleet and that unlike other boats, we did 

not, or could not, use the chute or No.1 Genoa. We used the 

poled out yanky sail and two-point reef main all the time 
during the seven days. After the Cape Verdes Midori became 
seasick, and standing watch for 4 hours a day to let me sleep 

was all she could manage to help me.Therefore 1 was always 
very reluctant to use my No.1 Genoa, which is made of rather 
light material and should not be used in winds over 20 knots. Jt 

is apity that I did not go for a heavier material for the genoa 

because it balances so well with the mainsail and if I have 
them’’wing and wing’’ Early Summer will exceed her hull 
speed very easily in those conditions, steering herself (from 
broad reach to free running) if the angles of the pole and the 

boom are set right. ] mean to say she does not need me or the 

self steering gears to maintain the course unless the sea is very 
high. The cruising Chute is easier to handle because I did not 
have to’’change”’ sails, but it was a little too powerful for the 

mainsail and did not balance as well as the genoa. Thus it 

required my constant attention to the tiller. This meant that if 
had the genoa up, I had to change sails before I went to sleep in 

case it should blow over 20 knots. When the wind speed is less 

than 10 knots it is quite easy to change sails on the furling gear, 
but if it’s blowing more than 15, itis a nightmare. I lost my 
best glasses while struggling with the genoa even though they 

were tied round my head. So I decided early that I would be 
content with the yanky and ‘‘ 2-pon reef mein’’, which combina- 
tion balanced just as well as the genoa and the full mainsail. 
After the trades faded away asa low developed up in the 

north, the’’slow fleet’? was caught in the middle of a tropical 
depression. In a tropical depression, I found out, the winds are 

either more than 35 knots, gusting 50, or less than 1 knot, 
gusting 2. When the wind is heavy, the sea soon became very 
high unless it was raining cats and dogs. When the wind was 
heavy and torrential rain was falling, the sea was prevented from 
getting high by the rain but the rain drops came with the force 

of bullets. When the wind was light. the air was literally charged



with electricity and if I was lucky I saw many ships of line firing 

at one another in the distance. If I was not so lucky, I was in the 

middle of the battle and the mast top antenna glowed light-green 

and the mast began to hum to the beat of the inaudible thunders. 
Early Summer sailed under the depression for 2 nights and days 
curing which time I was unable to sleep. After the depression, 
Early Summer seemed to moved along a front and enjoyed 
visits of tropical squalls every 3 hours or so. Each squall was 
preceded by a period of lull, in which wind speed dropped to 

zero, and then came a period of strong wind(35-53) and the rain 

which may last 1 or 2 hours. As a result, since the day we 
encountered the tropical depression I could not sleep more than 
1 hour at a time. So on Christmas Day, when the wind got up 

over 45, I decided I was too tired to go on and J lay to and drank 

a glass of Famous Grouse and went to bed. When I woke up 

one hour later, it was still blowing over 40 knots. But I felt 
refreshed and took the tiller and sailed down the wind. Some- 
time later, I thought I heard someone tearing a long piece of 

silk cloth behind me and looked back. All I saw was a light 

blue wall whose top was glittering white-green. A moment later 
the peak of the wall began collapsing into white foams and then 
tons of water came into the cockpit. The next moment I was 

floating in the cockpit with my head under the metal fitting on 
the base of the tiller. On getting up, I found the sliding door 

over the companion way open and the shower curtain I had hung 
over the washboards to prevent the spray and rain getting into 
the cabin was torn into two pieces and floating on the floor. 
But the settee berths were not wet. The curtain must have 
weakened the force of the water. Though I did not notice it until 
the next day, the forward end of the sprayhood was ‘‘derailed’’. 
Half of the front end which was encased in the plastic rail was 

out of the rail. I began pumping out the bilge water, but the 

filter on the end of the hose was blocked with something and 

very little water came out. So I went down and opened the 

engine cover and tried to get the filter out of the hole under the 
engine. But the hole was too small for the filter to go through 

and I could not get it out. I saw the screws that appear to hold 
the white plastic cover onto the grey floor and took them 
out.But the white thing did not move at all. (Would you ask 
Robert how to get it out of the small hole?) Moreover I saw 

that the water was as high as one inch below the floor. I jumped 
out of the cabin and grabbed the back-up bilge pump I had 
bought in Spain and used it, I was praising myself for not losing 
presence of mind in this emergency,when I realised that Early 

Summer had_ been left on her own all that while. I had not 

switched on the self-steering gear, nor had I lashed the tiller. I 

had done nothing about steering. But she had brought herself to 
an attitude that may be called ‘‘loose lying-to’’. She was not 
pointing to the wind as high as when the jib sheet was properly 
pulled in, but she was pointing high enough to ride the 5-7 
metre high waves that came with the 40 knots(and over) winds 

with the stability that had let me work on the bilge pump filter 
and believe that I had not panicked at all. 

Yasuaki ‘Miki’ Kuromiya 

St. Lucia 

  

BURGEE COMPETITION 

The competition was won by the entry from Mr. Barron and 
is shown below. A prototype is being made and I am investi- 
gating quotes to make the burgee. I hope you will agree with 

me that an initial quote of £15 should be ignored and a more 
competitive price found. 

  

  

  

    

Now available in two sizes: 

18" by 10" at £6.00 

20" by 12" at £7.00   
  

    
Sail Set 

Rig Tuning 
Repairs 

Free Advice on - 

  

  

For the highest quality custom designed sails tailored to your p I requl: 
. . Contact Ben Green At Shore Sailmakers 

Stone pier Yard 
Shore Road 
Warsash 
Southampton 

S03 6FR Tel: 0489 589450 Fax: 0489 885917 

 



    
GOOD IDEAS 

Mr. Probert, a Shadow Boat Owner, has fitted an insulation 

box around his engine, to reduce noise. He has sent these 

photographs of the structurc, and would be happy to discuss 

the project with other owners. 

Telephone Number 081 330 7170 

  

    
  

  
    

   



VOLVO ENGINE OWNERS 

It may be of particular interest to Shadow Boat Owners that 
arrangements can be made with VOLVO for a talk and 
practical demonstration about their engines. This can be either 

at VOLVO in Watford or by arrangement at a local meeting. The 
Watford visit would need to involve a minimum of 6 and a 

maximum of 14 persons. It would cost £20 per day per visitor 

to the Association(individuals are usually charged £63) and 
includes a mid-day meal. The day includes talks, visits to the 

workshops and in the afternoon a practical session on mainte- 
nance and servicing. A local meeting is free but a contribution to 
a charity is requested and I would expect to pay the travelling 

expenses of the visiting VOLVO representative. The Associa- 
tion would need to arrange a venue. All bookings for both types 

of talk are full until next winter. If anyone is interested, can 

you please let me know and I can then try to arrange something 

according to the wishes of members if there is sufficient 

response. 

  

  

SUMMER IN CORSICA 

We told all our friends that the summer of 1989 would be good 

as we had plans to spend from May to November going to the 

Mediterranean,around Brittany, through the Canal Du Midi, and 
then home again via the Canals, in our Victoria 26,’’Shikara’’. 

Undoubtedly the jewel of the trip was our cruise around Corsica. 
We set off from Port de Cavalaire on Saturday 22 July. 

We had planned to leave in the morning, hoping to sight Corsi- 

can lighthouses before dawn the next day. However, the 
weather forecast posted on the Capitainerie mentioned thunder- 
storms. By 17.00 hours, when none of the forecast weather 
patterns had materialised, Bob exercised his Captain’s preroga- 

tive and decided we were going. We motored out of the 
Marina into a flat calm and thé 20.00 hr. Italian Weather 
Forecast supported his judgement, not a whisper of storms. In 
fact, we motored the whole night passage because of the total 
lack of wind. It was not a busy night, we saw 3 ships. 
By 11.00 brs on the 23 July we were getting a little 
concemed.The log reading indicated that we should be within 10 
miles of Corsica.The radio direction finder showed that we were > 

right on course for Calvi our destination, but we could see 

nothing. Suddenly, what we had taken for clouds and haze came 

into focus as high, high mountains. Having seen our destina- 
tion we decided to turn off the engine and spend the rest of the 

day floating in under our red balloon jib sail. 

The entrance to Calvi Harbour is truly the stuff of fairy tales, a 
backdrop of mountains, cloudless blue sky, sparkling blue sea 
and a tiny town on a hill top with towers and a wall all around, 
on aspit of land reaching out into the ocean. This is, of 
course, the Citadel. We finally moored in Calvi Marina at 
16.30. Calviis most definitely one of the places where, if 
you have a large yacht or gin-palace motor-boat, you go to be 
seen. ‘‘Easy Beat’’was in, dwarfing everything around her and 
looking very splendid. She is the 120 ft. day-sailer owned by 
the Fiat boss. ‘*Wind Sun’’ came in the next morning, the 

largest sailing ship in the world. I cannot be so complimentary 

about her, she just does not look right. And many other large 

and magnificent boats moored in the Marina, majority flying 
the Red Ensign, but chartered and under foreign occupation. We 

became very sceptical of any boat flying the Red Ensign. - Our 
plan was to go along the West Coast to Bonifacio, and then 
along the East Coast to Bastia and from there continue our 
Mediterranean cruise via Elba. All this would be done at a 
leisurely pace, with plenty of stops for swimming, sightseeing 
and lazing. 

The first day went to plan, doing the miles around to Galeria. 
The wind began to strengthen in the evening and at 3.30 we 
were up dropping a stern anchor to try and control the rolling; 
how our Shikara loves a good roll. The next morning we sought 
to make a passage further up the West Coast, but with the wind 
increasing and blowing dead on our nose,and short vicious seas 
building, we decided to turn and then had a fast run back to 
Calvi. 
By the next morning, the wind had moved round 180 degrees 
and was then blowing Force 5/6, NW, straight behind us back 

up the West Coast.The wind in the Mediterranean is a fickle 

friend, often too little, more often then you expected too much 

and capable of amazing shifts. That morning was spent in 
changing sails, jibbing, fitting preventers and releasing them 
again. By mid-afternoon the motion had become so uncom- 
fortable and the wind was increasing that we decided to head 
for the nearest shelter, after all, we were on holiday. We went 

into the Bay of Girolata.Frightening gusts hit us from the high 
cliffs at the entrance before we turned into the tiny and very 
beautiful bay.Unfortunately it was packed as other yachts were 
also seeking shelter.Drawing only 1 metre 20 we threaded our 
way through the pack to a point close to the beach, set our 
stern anchor and settled down, in the sunshine, to watch the 

antics of others mooring, colliding and re-mooring, a 

Spectacle that provided us with endless entertainment through- 
out the whole trip. Girolata is described in the Pilot Guide as 
one of the wonders of Corsica, mountains surrounding the bay, 

and a tiny village with no road access. 

On 28 July we arrived in Ajaccio after a further 2 days of 
sailing in short seas and brisk winds, which did little for our 
internal systems. Was! really to be seasick for the first time in 
my Sailing history in the Mediterranean? From Ajaccio 
Marina we watched two Canadair Aircraft scooping water from 
the bay and dropping it onto a forest fire on the far side of the 
bay. It took many circuits to kill the fire, which seemed to leap 
to life again after every dowsing. In Ajaccio too we first 
used the cockpit as a washing machine, putting bungs in the 

drainage holes and treading the washing with our feet. Ona 
later occasion we used the cockpit as a bath for ourselves, ina 

suitably secluded place. Bob bought a selection of fish from 

the Market and without recipe book or guidance made a very 

good Soupe de Poisson. 
The breeze for the next two days became very light so we 

were either motoring or drifting under our red jib. Then on 31 

July, moored,in Port de Tizzano , we woke to a strong wind 
blowing straight into our former shelter. We made a quick get- 
away, and in increasing winds up to Force 6, went into 

Bonifacio Harbour to hear that gales were forecast.We had 

unwisely not heard the weather forecast for 2 days, and the 

lesson learnt was, if ever visiting the Mediterranean again, a 
ShortWave Radio was a must. We found the Italian forecasts 
very unreliable,even a joke, and frequently could not get the



rench forecast. 

“On one of our enforced days in Bonifacio we hired a car, at 

great expense, but this enabled us to see something of the 
interior, mountains and menhirs, and enhanced our love of 

Corsica. 

One of the most amusing sights of the holiday was people 

taking a public shower on the pontoons at Bonifacio using the 

hose pipes. Li sucha public setting, both male and female felt 

obliged to at least have their lower halves covered. The result- 

ant variation of contortions to apply water and soap, up and 

down the pants, fore and aft had to be seen to be believed. A 

total strip off would in fact have been far less obvious. 
After 3 days we left Bonifacio to declining winds and more 
motoring. Once around the Souther tip of Corsica the 

  

Girolata 

scenery gradually changes and the East Coast is quite different. 

Gone are the mountains ,cliffs and heavenly coves. Instead there 

are miles of sandy beaches, as yet untouched by commercial 

enterprise. After Porto Vecchio there is nowhere to stop other 

than the artificial shelter of the Marinas at Solenzara and 

Campoloro. We motored almost the entire length of this Coast 

although a squally thunderstorm hit us just as we entered 

Campoloro and we moored in heavy rain. After several days of 
windless heat this was areal treat and Bob grabbed the 

  

    

Breakfast in the cockpit 

shampoo bottle to take advantage of the warm rain. 

On7 August, we motored on the further miles to Bastia, an 

old natural harbour with a citadel, and in our opinion the loveli- 

est town in Corsica of those we visited. Mooring inthe old 

Fharbour is free,although you must pay for electricity or wate 

if required. You moor along the old quay wall; space is limi 

and mooring not easy. The charts showed a new Marina on the 
far side of the commercial Port and we later learnt that on 

completion this had been bombed; the Mafia were blamed. 
We were told also that because ofthe violence recently 

reported on Corsica, the French in particular were not visiting 
the usual numbers. We loved the old harbour and town, witl 

its narrow alleys festooned with washing, and were pleased n 

to be in a modern Marina. After 2 days, well stocked with 
water after talk of shortages in Elba we left Corsica, again 

motoring. We had learnt a lot about the handling of our boat - 
conditions not encountered on the Essex Coast,had minor 

adventures but no mishaps. We had spent all winter dreaming 
of our Mediterranean trip and Corsica had more than fulfilled 

them all. But [hope that this account dispels any ideas 

that the Mediterranean in summer is perpetual sunshine and so 

breezes, far from it. The greatest surprise to us was the vicious 

ness of the seas with a quite smail increase in wind and the 

unpredictability of the wind direction. You can get some 
lovely sails but be prepared for a lot of motoring and for gales. 

Olive Hathaway 

  

  
  

SPRING PREPARATION OF THE MOTOR- 

BOAT DIESEL ENGINE 

If | were to say to you simply, Launch the boat, replace the 

batteries, check oil levels, replace water pump impeller and 

thermostat for raw water cooled units, check fresh water 

cooled engines, re-tighten alternator belts, check battery connec 
tions, check all hose connections, check seawater strainer, 

replace the exhaust hose, replace the air cleaner, turn on sea 

cocks, vent engine compartment, check fuel level, start engine, 

warm it up and have a good look round for leaks - you could 

be forgiven for asking why you are paying so much for the 

Spring re-commissioning of your engine because there seems 

so little to do. Read on: 

Well the discussion centres around when the comprehensive 

service of the engine should take place. Many people say to 
me at yacht club lectures, ‘‘Surely it is better to give the engin 
a really good service prior to the start of the season so that it 
has all the nice clean fluids and new parts required, thus 
setting off on the right foot’’, completely ignoring the fact tha 

corrosion can have a wonderful time destroying not just the 

visible parts but also all the invisible areas of the water 
galleries,internal working parts such as the valve assembly and 

springs and of course the electrics. So what should be done? 
Forgetting for the moment that winter cruising is something to 
be enjoyed; ifa really good, inhibiting/winterisation programme 

is conducted at the lay up time in the late Autumn then the 

Spring commission is a very simple task indeed as indicated 
at the beginning of the notes. 

Preparation for the Winter Lay-up of the Diesel Engine 

First of all collect all the iterms required for the job: - maskin 
tape for sealing air intake and exhaust elbow outlet - inhibitor



for the raw water cooling - engine storage oil (or in the case of 
VOLVO Penta Engines, Volvo _— Penta oil of the correct grade 

recommended in the owners handbook. - oil & fuel filters - 

sump pump and waste container - 5 gallon container for 

inhibiting the water system - antifreeze (for fresh water cooled 

engines) - suitable length of hose for feeding the raw water 

system from the above container - moisture repellant spray 

(WD40 or similar for electrics) - general rag for cleaning - 
touch up paint spray for the external parts of the engine Now we 

can Start. 

Basic Winter Lay-up 

What follows is really only a basis lay-up. I would recommend 
if this is done one year, that an indepth lay-up should be carried 
out in the second year. Whilst afloat, start the engine and warm 

it up. Check round for any leaks of oil or water and note any 

evidence of poor running, misfires or noises which may indicate 
expert advice is needed. Now the engine oil may be changed. 

There are several methods. Drain off oil - suck it out with a 

suction pump, add flushing oil and restart; drain off flushing oi; 

change oil filter and add engine storage oil; start engine and run 
for a few minutes then stop. This protects the whole of the 
inside of the engine but this oil must be drawn off and replaced 

with normal grade oil diesel engine oil at the Spring com- 

missioning. For those lucky people owning a Volvo Penta 
engine, simply drain off the old oil and renew the oil filter, then 

refill with the Volvo Penta 15W40 (CD grade) oil. The Volvo 
Penta oil is prepared to a specification which calls for inhibiting 

qualities so it saves several tasks of oil changes and flush- 

ing. At the Spring recommissioning simply check the oil 

level and the Volvo Penta oil will last nicely through to the next 
oil change point. The boat may be lifted out for all the remain- 

ing tasks. Care of the raw water system. Remove the thermo- 

stat and replace the gasket. Run the engine with a pipe from 

the water intake into a5 gallon container which should be 

filled with a mixture of corrosion inhibitor and fresh water. 

Beware of splashes behind the boat as unsuspecting passers-by 

may be inclined to advise you of the error of your ways. Stop 

the engine and drain down because this mixture has no frost 
protection. Check any anodes, if more than 50% eroded they 

must be replaced. If you have a fresh water system as well, it 

is usually only necessary to check the fluid level and mixture 
strength one season end and the antifreeze (coolant is the posh 

term) every second season. Now check the water pump 
impeller for condition; if damaged replace with a new one; if 

undamaged it may be used for a second year but I feel it is doing 

an ageressively tough job and should not be used longer than two 

seasons. The next job is to clean or renew the air filter. My 

preference at this point, as we shall not run the engine again until 

spring, is to seal the engines internal parts to the atmosphere. 

Mask the air filter connecting point with masking tape. Dis- 

connect the exhaust pipe from the exhaust elbow and mask the 
elbow with tape. The basic lay-up of the fuel system is rather 
straight forward. Change the prefilter and clean the water trap if 
you have one. Check the lift pump and clean the strainer. 
Change the fuel filter and then vent the fuel system (best to 

refer to the owners handbook for this), Fuel injectors most 
often need checking earlier than the recommended service 
interval for the equivalent industrial or automotive duties for the 

good reason that if you don’t extract them sometimes, corrosion 

will ensure that they won’t come out when required. What 

happens is, after stopping the engine from a run, the unit cools 

down and the beautifully corrosive marine atmosphere is drawn — 
down between the injector and the cylinder head and does a 
wonderful job of seizing them in place. So irrespective of how 
few hours run it is good practice to remove the injectors every 

second winterisation service, have them checked and cleaned, 

also check the engine compressions. If however the boat is to 

be layed up for a considerable period, say longer than 6 

months, the whole fuel system should be inhibited. This may be 
done in addition to the above by running the engine on special 

inhibiting additive mixture mixed with the fuel which then 

protects all the internal working parts of the fuel injection pump 

and the injectors. On long term Jay ups this element is most 

important because diesel fuel contains sulphur so that any 

moisture in the fuel continues with this, forms sulphuric acid 

which loves to eat the expensive elements of the pumping 

system. Back to basics again, we should leave the fuel tank 

filled to avoid condensation and at the same time check the 

deck filler for the fuel tank because deterioration of the joint or 
gasket here is one of the most common points of ingress of rain 

and seawater spray. The next step is care of electrics. Slacken 
the alternator drive belt and examine carefully for any cracks or 

damage - be ruthless and replace it if there is any doubt tn your 
mind. Leave it hanging lose to avoid permanent ‘‘set’’ of the 
rubber whilst laying up. Remove and store the batteries 

throughout the lay up period and charge them up. Some people 

arrange a 12 volt bulb across the plus and minus terminals to 

give a slow discharge alternated by a recharging as a good 

therapy. This usually applies to the so called maintainable 
batteries which should be topped up with distilled water. If the 

battery fails to holdits charge then it needs checking profes- 

sionally as it may have reached the end of its useful life. Clean 

off the white encrustations from the terminals with hot water 

(taking care not to pour it into the battery), dry the whole battery 

and grease the terminals with petroleum jelly. Finally clean off 

any rust from the engine and repaint when dry. Spray ail the 

electrical connections and terminals with a moisture repellent 

spray (WD40 or similar) and indeed it is a good idea to spray 
all the engine as this drives off moisture and coats the 
engine with a protective coat. Don’t spray into the key switch 

as the wax deposit makes the switch stick. Best use some 
graphite grease here by working it into the key. Grease all the 

controls, change the gearbox oil (have a good look to ensure 
that the oil has not emulsified on reverse gearboxes with oil 

coolers fed by raw water). Well, this is a basic lay up and the 

Spring recommission really is quite a pleasurable job with the 
promise of warm summer cruising just around the comer. 

Perhaps just a word of warming, I read somewhere that ‘‘the 

bitterness of poor quality remains long after the sweetness of 

alow price is forgotten’? Pattern copy parts may look exter- 

nally like the original manyfacturer’s part but you cannot be 

sure, the internal bits can’t be seen. So if disaster should strike 
at seaand your guardian angel promises to save the lives of 

you and your family for the price of the genuine article, I'll bet 

little haggling would occur. Now. What have I forgotten? 
Whoops, I know! At Spring recommission ‘DON’T FORGET 
TO REMOVE ALL THE MASKING TAPE?”’. 
Surprising how much better the engine runs without it. 

Happy Sailing 

John Chapman 
Market Support Manager 

(and Welfare Officer for maladjusted and ill treated engines!) 

Volvo Penta Ltd.



SATLCARE 

Another weekend’s sailing ruined!! 

  
You were half way across the Channel, the boat was in the 

groove, and for once the crew wasn’t arguing; but would you 

believe it,a split appeared in the No.2! Or how about, the sails 
were set perfectly, then ‘‘ping’’ out pops one of your battens. 
Does this sound familiar? Well, sods law says it’s going to 
happen sooner or later; but these oh so common frustra- = 
tions are very easily avoidable. Down by the boats, here 

at Warsash; your friendly sailmaker has put together a simple 

guide to shown where to look for these problem areas, and effect 

easy ‘on board’ sail repairs and damage prevention 

methods.We’ve emphasised the ‘on board’ jobs that you can do 

yourself; with just a little time, a needle and thread and some 
duct tape. At Shore Sails, our experience covers most types and 

makes of sails,but whether they are from cross channel cruisers 

or Solent racers, most of the easily repairable damage that we 

see falls into a number of predictable areas. The most obvious 

of all, isthe need for chafe protection since the most common 
cause of wear on the sails is the ease with which it finds spread- 
ers, rigging screws and a host of other things to chafe against. 
Agreed, the advance of modern sail making techniques and 
materials has meant that we’ve seen a vast increase in a sails 
ability to withstand abuse and this is improving all the time. 

But,having said this, for some basic repairs; 200 years old 

technology,albeit with modern threads, will suffice. So, the Shore 
Sails DIY guide to sail damage prevention and repair will 
hopefully enable non-sailmakers to affect their own damage 

prevention routine. For those serious repairs requiring machixery, 

or you just simply don’t have the time, Shore Sails offers a fast 

turn round, help and advice. 

1 Batten Pockets are constantly wearing because the battens 

are always trying to escape at both ends; the leech edge and 
the elastic are therefore the areas for concern. The simple 
answer to this, is not as you might think (and many do) to sew 

up the opening, but to sew the batten into the pocket with a 
stretch loop stitch, through holes drilled into the batten, as 

marked in the diagram. This holds the batten in position, 
whilst making it easy to remove. 

  

     qd) 
2 Reef Eyelets: This is a particularly popular sail repair, and it 

has to be said, is usually caused by the reef being released 

without untying the eyelets. Though simple, this is really a sail 

loft repair; but it serves youright. | Leech Line Ifthe leech 

line breaks, the flogging of the leech can easily damage the 

stitching and the seam on the leech. A new line can easily be 
pulled through and re-seized atthe head; and should be done 
sooner rather than later. 

3 Luff tapes have an annoying habit of catching and opening 

up, just where they feed into the head-foil. Any ragged edge 

on the luff tape should be cleaned up with a soldering iron, and 

then oversewn with alight thread, to reduce the likelihood of it 

happening. 

    

  

  

      

  

 



-4. Spreaders : If you haven’t yet got around to taping up your 

mast spreader ends, then you can pretty well guarantee a hole 

through the leech or at least ruined seaming before long. The 

best way to deal with this, is to thoroughly tape up the 
spreader ends, and then apply self adhesive protection patches 
to the sail; These are available from your sailmaker,and should 

be applied to clean dry sail cloth only. 

5. Pulpit: Every time you ease the genoa over the life lines, a 

whole host of snagging’ opportunities are opened up for the 

sail; from rough edges,to split pins, the genoa is guaranteed to 

find them. The simple answer here is to feel carefully around 
this area of the boat, and duct tape up those rough bits. 

6. Small holes appearing in the middle of the sail can be 
temporarily and easily repaired with spinnaker repair tape.: 

What is often forgotten though, is that this only works properly if 

the sail is clean and dry in the repair area. Holes found near 

comers or on the edges of the sails are rather more serious, 

because they are under a considerable load when sailing; the only 

answer in this case is therefore a sail loft repair before re-use. 

7. Furling Genoa: An obvious but often forgotten point here, is 

that when not in use the genoa should be tied through the clew 

with a sail tie to prevent it from coming unfurled in stormy 

weather. Also, if you are not using your boat for a while, it is 

kinder to the sail to remove it from it’s headfoil and bag it. 

Conclusion As a few general tips, you might like to remember 
that when hand sewing you should use the smallest needle 

possible and try to follow the original stitching holes (you can 

leave out every zig-zag to speed up the repair without reducing 
the strength too much), and any raw cloth edges that you spy on 

your sails should be sealed with a soldering iron post-haste. For 
all we’ve said, please remember that if you have any queries 

or problems, whether with plastic or sail cloth sails, we are only 

at the end of the telephone (0489 589450) 

Ben Green 
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ATLANTIC CR IN 

Member Mr. Hughes took part in the first ARC and would be 
happy to talk to any would-be Atlantic Wanderers, giving 
information and advice.Anyone wishing to avail themselves of 

this offer should contact me for Mr. Hughes’ telephone number. 

  
    
  

+EMP MASTS LMATED THCHRELD, SCUTHMNE TS 

VICTORIA MARINE CUP 

Victoria Marine has agreed to donate a cup to the winner of 
the ‘Round the Island Race’ each year. 

This will in future years appear as a trophy in the official 

papers for the race, but we were too late to get it included for 

this year. 

However, the Island Sailing Club have agreed to inform us of 

the winner using their Cruising Class Handicap. 

  

  

MEMBERSHIP ROLE CALL 

Membership now stands at 93,84 Yacht Owners and 9 Motor 

Cruiser Owners. A list of Members names, boat names and 

mooring locations is being sent out as a separate item. The 

majority of the questionnaire responses did not consider that 
regional branches were either viable or necessary.However, it 

can be seen from the Membership List that there are local- 
ised pockets of owners and I would hope that owners them- 

selves might contact each other and arrange to meet, afloat or 

ashore. If members wish to arrange local events, I would be 

very happy to under take the correspondence or assist in anyway. 

  

  

Titchfield : 
0329 41900 os 

  

 



FUTURE MAGAZINE ITEMS 

The success of the Association, particularly in respect of the 
magazine depends on you (yes, you). Many of you wel- 

comed the ideas in the questionnaire, but you cannot expect it 

always to be someone else who will write an article or make a 
contribution. I know from having met several of you that you 

have a wealth of tales to tell, helpful tips about things you have 

done to individual boats to pass on or queries you would like to 

raise either with other Owners or with Victoria Marine.Anyone 
who feels that they cannot write a suitable item is not exempt.I 

am happy to edit items or expand from notes, in consultation 

with the originator. You cannot send in too many items, they 
can be stored for the next magazine. I have already asked some 
Members for a particular item for the first edition but would 
much prefer for items to come flooding in voluntarily in future. 
So please get thinking and writing.I hope that having got initial 
production problems solved that the magazine will appear 
more regularly. Ihave undertaken most of the typing for this 

edition and although I have checked it through umpteen times I 
am sure there will still be mistakes for which I apologise. 

ADVICE ON RIGGING 

So, assuming that your rigging is properly designed, the 
rigging correctly manufactured, and the proper initial adjust- 

ments made, what is left for the Owners to do? Your activities 

cover three vital areas:- 
1, You must be aware of the limitations that apply to your rig. 

These concern the recommended rigging tensions and the 

maximum operating bend.This information should be available 
from the Builder or Mastmaker. 

2. You must observe your rig in action, and be prepared to re- 

adjust the rigging accordingly. With new rigging, there will be 
an initial stretch as the strands bed-in. After that, the rig 
must be re-tensioned. 
3. You must have the rig inspected as part of the yacht’s 

routine maintenance programme. The modern style of leaving 
the rig up ‘year in year out’ is not conducive to proper mainte- 

nance - each stay must be removed for full inspection. 
4, You must be aware of your duties as the person responsible 
for the vessel and crew. The proper execution of these duties is 
‘assumed’ as part of the insurance contract. The underwriters 
are unlikely to be impressed if a failure occurs with over age 
and untouched rigging and in many instances have failed to 

meet claims where an un-inspected rig has failed. There isa 

commonly accepted ‘life’ for standing rigging dependent on 

style of use. For the average cruising yacht, close regular 

inspection is required after 5 years, full replacement after 10 

years. For the more aggressively sailed cruiser/racer, these are 

reduced to 3 years and 5 years respectively. Inspection is 

straight forward, and includes careful examination of all 
components in the ‘chain’. To be considered serviceable, 
every part should be free of cracks, distortion and excessive 

wear. This also applies to the deck chainplates, mast backing 
plates or tangs, the mast wall itself, toggles, spreaders and their 

brackets, spreader end clamps,mast heels and head boxes. In 

short, the whole rig structure. To evade the essential mainte- 

nance chores is not in anyone’s long term interest. 

Extract from 'Kemp Mast Handbook' 

NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD 

In 1987 Victoria Marine were approached to builda V34 

boat, for a gentleman wishing to sail around the world, single- 

handed. The owner, Bola is a yachtsman of considerable 

repute in racing circles in his native Spain and he therefore 
knew exactly what he wanted in this new boat. He lived at 

Warsash for 6 months during its construction and the boat is 

specified to the particular need of Round the World sailing, 
with stainless steel used throughout for extra re-inforcement, 

extra water and battery capacity, all rigging leading back to the 

cockpit and a fully battened mainsail, for example. He had a 

tiller fitted, instead of a wheel, with extra length so that he 

can steer sitting in the companionway. At that time V34 were 
only build as sloops, and an initial request fora Cutter rig was 
rejected but then reconsidered. Bola therefore has the first 
Cutter rig, and that is now a very commomplace option. Ona 

recent visit by Bola to Warsash to collect some parts, his boat 

resting in New Zealand, I talked to him and the following is a 

brief account of his journey so far. Bola and ‘‘Borromeo’’ left 

Warsash on 20 December, 1987. The first stage of the journey 
was to Guernsey, accompanied by 2 journalists from ‘‘Classic 
Boat’’ and a member of the Victoria Marine staff. He left 
Guernsey on Christmas Eve, alone for his single-handed voy- 
age. It did not start well, with bad weather in the Bay of Biscay. 
He made several stops around the Spanish and Portugese coast, 
in particular at La Coruna to buy a Spanish Ham. From Mallaga 
he set off across the Atlantic to Antigua, where he stopped in 

Falmouth Harbour, his boat being registered in Falmouth. He 
had a very easy Atlantic crossing, but on arriving in Antigua 

caught the after effects of Hurricane Hugo, no winds but 8m+ 
waves for about 5 hours which did damage to many boats, 

including ‘‘Borromeo’’. Bola sailed around the Caribbean for 
18 months, visiting all parts. Much of it he found overcrowded 
and commercialised, but he recommended the islands off the 
north coast of Venezula. On 10 December, 1989 he felt the 

British Virgin Islands for the Panama Canal and arrived the day 
before the Panama War started. He managed to get through on 
12 January travelling in convoy with lots of other boats, multina- 
tional and large. In normal times, non-commercial boats are 

allowed through on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and although it 

could be negotiated ina day, as you are not allowed to leave 

until 12 noon, a night has to be spent midway. He found 
Panama an unsafe place but spent 6 weeks at the Las Perlas 
Islands which he liked very much, having lovely anchorages 
and fishing villages, as yet unspoilt. The next stop was the 
Galapagos Islands for which the same could not be said. It is 

very difficult to get a permit in the first place, and even then the 

authorities charge for anything and everything possible. You 

have tohave a guide on your boat, for which he paid $30a 
day. However, with a permit you can at least move around the 

islands freely, whereas other visitors are shepherded in convoy 
to only a selected few, and without a permit you can stay only 

3 days and visit only one place. Bola recommends anyone 

wishing to go to start‘a year in advance. For all the hasste the 

wildlife is still worth seeing. He sailed from there to the 

Marquises Islands, 20 days of wonderful sailing.In French 
Polynesia you must pay a bond, which seems to vary according 

to your nationality, but for Bola was $350 refundable when you 

leave. Amongst the Tuamotu atolls there was wonderful 

spear fishing, although even here some fish are polluted. 

onto Tahiti, where his children joined him for a months 
Then



holiday. Tahiti has a small Marina and although very expen- 

" sive everything is available and it is good for repairs. Next stop 

was Cook Island and Samoa. Samoa has a filthy harbour, with a 
canning factory creating noise,smell and waste. Unfortuantely, 

as the holding elsewhere is not good you are forced to use this 

unlovely place. It was not recommended. Tonga was a totally 

different story. Bola spent 2 months exploring here, loved the 

place and the people. He went at the end of the season so it was 

less crowded, but in season there are lots of Canadian and 

Australian boats, very few British. From Tonga Bola made the 

journey down to New Zealand. This is a voyage much feared by 

many sailors and often done in cruising company. The winds 

are frequently against you and the weather and seas very 

changeable. Kerry Kerry Radio is well known for giving a 

‘‘shepherd’’ service to boats making this crossing. Bola sailed 

alone and had a good journey Borromeo is now in The Bay of 

Islands, where the people are helpful, facilities good and there 

is good repair available ifneeded. The future holds Fiji, New 

Caledonia, The Solomon Islands, New Guinea and the 

Phillipines, to name but a few. Bola is very pleased with his boat, 

and is clearly enjoying his travels. He says that every year he 

buys himself a Christmas present, which so far has always been 

a new piece of electronics, this year a Weather Fax. It has made 

me very envious writing this and although it is more ofa 

travelogue than a detailed sailing account, I hope you have 

found it of interest. 

Olive Hathaway 

SECRETARY’S MESSAGES 

-- VOTES OF THANKS -- 

Although [have written to them, I would like to 

take this opportunity of publicly thanking those 

owners who helped me at the Boat Show. It was a 

very worthwhile exercise as the membership fig- 

ures show, and I was most grateful for the com- 

pany and assistance.



    

       
    

    
   
    

  

   
   

   

VICTORIA SEA SCHOOL motor ano sai 
Stone Pier Yard. Shore Road. Warsash. Hampshire, SO3 9FR. England. 
Tebephone (0489) 885400. Fax (0489) 485340. 

Victoria Sea School offers all R.¥.A. courses plus 

non certificate leisure courses on both yachts and 

dinghies, based at the home of Victoria Marine 

Limited on the Hamble. 

The Victoria centre at Warsash has a unique 

combination of two of the countrys leading experts 

\ working together - John Franks (R.Y.A. Instructor 

\ Examiner) as principal of the cruising sehool and Tom 

\Gregory €R.Y.A. Dinghy Coach Examiner) as principal   
oO the dinghy school. 

‘ \ 

* For mone information telephone Dawn at the central 
\ 

booking office. Telephone (0489) 889089 or 88540. 

a 

~~ 
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